REGULATIONS ON PEER REVIEWING OF ARTICLES SUBMITTED TO THE
EDITORIAL BOARD OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL
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- All scientific articles submitted to the editorial office should be accompanied by a
  letter of recommendation. The letter should be written on company letterhead and
  signed by the head (or deputy head for science) of research institution or
  University where the author of the article works, studies or conducts research.

- The manuscript should be laid out in accordance with the established rules,
  published in the journal and presented on its website.

- The author may submit a review made by a Ph.D. holder who has the closest
  research specialization to the subject of the article.

- The satisfactory form and quality of incoming articles are assessed by the editor-
  in-chief. The decision to submit the article for reviewing is made by the editor-in-
  chief, too.

- Scientific articles are peer reviewed by the members of the council of experts that
  includes all members of the editorial board.

- Reviewing is confidential. Articles are reviewed anonymously. An authentic copy
  of review is available to the author upon his written request without signature and
  the name, position and place of work of the reviewer.

- The decision to publish an article after reviewing is made by the editor-in-chief,
  and, if necessary, by the editorial board.

- Articles that require improvement are sent to the author, together with the
  referee report and editor’s comments. The author of the article rejected for
  publication may receive a reasoned refusal upon his request. Correspondence
  with the authors of the articles is carried on via e-mail, apart from exceptional
  cases.
The following articles are not allowed to be published:
- articles done by the authors who refuse to remove shortcomings disclosed in the layout of their articles;
- articles done by the authors who do not respond to constructive comments of the reviewer.

Reviews are stored in the publishing house and the editorial office at least 5 years. On receiving the corresponding request the copies of reviews are sent to the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation.

The guidelines are approved by the editorial board of the journal.